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Abstract  

Background: With increasing numbers of people living into old age, health functioning and good 

quality of life are central to public health policy in aging.  However, quality of life for many elders is 

undermined by anxiety and depression. Understanding gender differences in the determinants of 

anxiety and depression symptoms is crucial to policy and practice.   

Objective: To examine gender-specific symptom subtypes of later-life anxiety and depression, in 

relation to their socio-demographic, social and health context. 

Method: Cross-sectional study using data from The Irish Longitudinal Study on Ageing (TILDA, 

2009-2011). Latent class analysis defined gender-specific symptom profiles for anxiety and 

depression. Correlates of latent classes were analysed using logistic regression, assessing associations 

between socio-demographic factors; social indicators and health indicators. 

Results: Four classes of self-reported anxiety and depression were derived: ‘low’, ‘comorbidity’, 

‘anxiety and subthreshold depression’ and ‘anxiety’ only. With males 8% were comorbid, 26% 

subthreshold and 26% with anxiety only. With female 12% were comorbid, 27% subthreshold and 

29% with anxiety only.  While symptom expression may relate to stress from common ageing, our 

findings show clear gradations of symptoms associated with a range of social and health indicators. 

Conclusion: Our findings support the actuality of comorbid depression and anxiety with further 

evidence for anxiety and subthreshold depression. A sizeable subgroup confirms that many older 

people experience anxiety only. Our study indicates the need for a more sensitive recognition of needs 

and a more nuanced policy agenda for older people towards improving the quality of their social life. 
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Introduction 

With an aging population, the number of years spent in good health has considerable personal, social 

and economic benefits [1]. While both anxiety and depression may be adaptive physiological 

mechanisms for survival [2], dysfunction of related neural circuits through chronic stress or trauma can 

lead to pathological symptom expression [2]. In old-age psychiatry comorbid anxiety and depression is 

common: in up to 90% of patients with anxiety, symptoms of depression are also reported [3]. 

Combined, they are more persistent and intense [4] and associated with decreased quality of life, health 

impairment and mortality [5]. Lenze et al [6] and Lenze & Wetherell [7] note that distinguishing 

between later life adaptive or pathological symptoms is important, as symptoms can be misattributed 

as short-term adjustments to ageing. However, if left untreated, there is an increasing risk of medical 

and psychiatric illness [8]. Without appropriate diagnosis - undetected subthreshold symptoms, high 

levels of adaptive anxiety or dual diagnoses, older people may not receive adequate support or treatment 

[9]. Comorbid pathological disorders may have more severe psychological, physical and social 

impairment and, compared to adaptive emotions or isolated conditions, are more resistant to treatment 

and higher suicide risk [10].  

Psychiatric comorbidity of anxiety and depression 

Anxiety and depression may have similar biological mechanisms or share underlying symptoms. 

Previous studies suggest a temporal sequence between anxiety and subsequent depression [11]. 

Mediators indicated in the development of anxiety and depression include stressful life events, 

interpersonal dysfunction, behavioural avoidance and anxiety response styles [12].  

In Ireland, the prevalence of major depressive disorder and generalized anxiety disorder among adults 

aged forty-five and above have been estimated at 10% and 5% respectively [13]. However, other 

international findings on the prevalence of co-morbid anxiety and depression vary considerable 

ranging from Beekman et al, in a Dutch study, showed that 13% of people with anxiety also met 

criteria for depression; a German study found 29.4% of respondents were comorbid; in a Canadian 

study 23% met criteria for anxiety and depression; and Porensky et al recorded 28.9% with depression 
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in an anxiety treatment‐seeking sample. Similarly, with older populations diagnosed with depression - 

Beekman et al estimated that 47%–50% of individuals had comorbid anxiety disorder; and in a study 

of persons in primary care and psychiatric contexts Lenze et al found 23% also had an anxiety 

disorder [14-18].  

While mixed anxiety–depression is generally considered the typical presentation in the elderly [18], 

more evidence is required.  Comorbidity manifesting at sub-syndrome level can be both disabling, 

undertreated [19] and extensive, involved in almost half of all psychological problems and four-times 

more common than depression alone [20]. 

Diagnostic issues: adaptive or pathological symptoms  

The expression and reporting of anxiety and depression symptoms may differ with age, making it 

imperative for DSM criteria to optimise diagnostic criteria, perhaps with the addition of descriptive 

features. The DSM‐V Life Span Study Group proposes three approaches to age‐related modification of 

diagnosis: revising the text section on age‐specific features (for example, interactions between 

advancing age and comorbidity); providing age‐sensitive examples of functional impairment alongside 

the diagnostic criteria; and age‐related subtypes for situations where criteria differ by age for the same 

‘condition’ (for example, irritability for childhood depression versus somatic symptoms for late‐life 

depression) [1].  It may be that older adults and clinicians normalise feelings of fear, anxiety and 

avoidance, rendering the diagnostic process as less sensitive leaving subthreshold disorders often 

unrecognised [21].  Importantly, the emergence and expression of depression and anxiety symptoms 

and potential sub-types, may be rooted in a variety of social and personal experiences.   

Social determinants of mental ill-health in older people 

The importance of strong social relationships in promoting resilience and good mental health is 

increasingly recognised [22]. Loneliness (as opposed to social isolation) [23] is a perceived deficiency 

in one’s personal or social relationships [24]. Loneliness is common in later-life marriages [25] and 

poor marital quality can exacerbate loneliness [24]. Marital quality has multiple dimensions where both 
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supportive and straining relations can coexist. Thus, it is important to examine relationship quality, not 

just the quantity of relationships, when assessing loneliness and mental health outcomes [24]. 

Social connection, health behaviours and medical outcomes 

Loneliness is a strong predictor of depression and anxiety [26], negative health beliefs [27] and health 

outcomes. A meta-analytic review [28] reported substantial increases in survival for those with stronger 

social relationships. Social isolation is a risk factor for mortality, comparable to smoking, obesity, 

elevated blood pressure, and high cholesterol [29]. Social integration and good social networks are 

protective [30]. Multiple pathways account for the relationship between social participation and health 

[31], ranging from complex biological processes to practical activity, for example the influence of social 

ties on shaping health behaviours such as physical activity, smoking, alcohol use and accessing medical 

care [32]. 

Understanding the presentation of these disorders and their associated determinants has clinical 

significance for older adult populations. Consideration of symptom profiles and associations with a 

range of social and medical determinants will inform the use of psychosocial therapies and can guide 

pharmacological treatments to significantly improve quality of life for older patients. 

 

Aims  

To examine: (a) the prevalence of depression and anxiety among older community dwelling adults; and 

(b) to assess the socio-demographic characteristics associated with symptom profiles and associations 

with a range of social and medical indicators.  

Sample, measures and methods  

All data included was taken from Wave 1 of the TILDA study (2009-2011) [33]: a nationally 

representative community-based sample comprising 8,175 people aged fifty years or more and their 

spouses or partners, a proportion of whom were aged less than fifty (n=329, 3.9%).  
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Covariates: demographic characteristics were generally time-invariant and included age-group (50-

59, 60-69, 70-79 and 80+) and educational attainment (primary, secondary and tertiary levels).  

Measures of loneliness and extent of social networks: a measure of perceived loneliness was drawn 

directly from the TILDA questionnaire – four categories ranging from none to lonely all the time. 

These were summarised as never/hardly ever; some of the time; or often. The extent of social 

networks was quantified using the Berkman-Syme Social Network Index [32], which includes four 

components: (1) marital status - currently married/cohabiting; (2) close presence of children, relatives 

or friends - summarised as the presence of at least two of these; (3) membership of church groups - 

attendance at religious services at least once a month; and (4) membership of community 

organisations such as sports clubs, voluntary associations or charitable groups. These were 

accumulated and a summary social engagement indicator derived – isolated (0-1), moderately isolated 

(2), and integrated (3-4). 

Spousal support or strain: relationship quality was measured using seven items describing spousal 

interactions, both positive and negative taken from the Perceived Social Support and Social Strain 

Scale [34]. The items comprising each scale were summed to provide separate indices of support and 

strain in inter-personal relationships and all items scored on a four-point scale (from 1=a lot (or often) 

to 4=not at all (or never)). Items were recoded so that higher scores indicated either higher support or 

strain, with zero noting those without a partner (indicating neither support nor strain).  

Hearing difficulty: Self-assessed hearing problems and difficulties in following a conversation were 

obtained through a specific question: can you follow a conversation with four people – with responses 

- No difficulty; Some difficulty; Much difficulty; No (cannot follow conversation). 

Limiting long-term illness (LLTI): comprises two questions: (1) Do you have any long-term health 

problems, illness, disability or infirmity? (yes/no); and (2) Does this limit your activities in any way? 

(yes/no). 
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CAGE questions for alcohol use - screens for excessive drinking and alcoholism: respondents 

completed the CAGE questionnaire - four questions evaluating alcohol use patterns and behaviour, 

and a valid screening assessment for alcoholism [35].  

Smoking: During the CAPI interview, data were collected on smoking status and used to distinguish 

smoking history (never, past or current). 

Hypertensive medication: Current use was recorded during the home-based interview and classified 

according to the World Health Organization Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification 

system. 

Depression: symptoms (experienced in the seven days preceding the survey) were assessed using the 

20-item Centre for Epidemiologic Studies Depression (CES-D) questionnaire [36], listed in Table 2 - 

each scored from 0 (rarely/never) to 3 (five to seven days), accumulated generating a scale of 

increasing severity (0 to 60) and, using a standard cut-off of sixteen, recoded as a binary measure. Its 

validity in measuring depression in community-dwelling older adults is well-documented [37] and is 

reported to have 100% sensitivity and adequate specificity (88%) for assessing major depression [14]. 

Anxiety: symptoms were assessed using the anxiety subscale of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression 

Scale (HADS-A) [37], again listed in Table 2. As used here it comprises seven items, again scored 

from 0 (not at all) to 3 (very often). These were accumulated to generate a scale of increasing severity 

(0 to 21) and, using a cut-off of eight, recoded as binary. HADS-A is accepted as having good 

sensitivity, especially at older ages (89%) and adequate specificity (75%) [38]. 

Analyses  

Fit indices were evaluated for Latent Class Analysis (LCA) models (Table 2) based on the depression 

and anxiety questions. Solutions for six classes were estimated, with log-likelihoods, information 

criteria (IC) and classification accuracy examined. To identify the best solution, we considered a 

combination of statistical criteria (ICs, and Lo-Mendell-Rubin: LMR), model parsimony, 

interpretability, meaningfulness and the need for theory and judgement. For both genders, a four-class 

solution provided the most parsimonious and theoretically meaningful solution - expressing 
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substantial subgroups for subthreshold depression and anxiety. Information statistics (Akaike 

information criteria- AIC; Bayesian information criteria- BIC; Sample size adjusted- SSABIC) were 

lower for the four-class, compared to the three-class solution. While in the five-class solution LMR 

was significant, interpretation of the four-class profile plot was more theoretically meaningful, 

indicating that five-classes or above was inferior. The entropy value was 0.77 (males) and 0.78 

(females) in the four-class models, further indicated good latent classification. 

 

Results 

This analysis is based on 8,504 respondents aged fifty years or more, stratified by gender: 3,780 males 

and 4,724 females. Table 1 reports the gender-specific prevalence of symptoms of either depression or 

anxiety.  

Figures 1 and 2 depict sample proportions and plot-estimated probabilities for each solution. The 

models, similar in distribution, distinguish clear patterns for symptom expression, based on: (1) 

comorbid depression and anxiety (with higher levels reported by females); (2) anxiety and 

subthreshold (or borderline) depression; (3) anxiety only; and (4) no or low depression or anxiety.  

The sample comprised persons entering late adulthood (aged 50 plus years), with findings 

highlighting comorbid depression and anxiety as a significant concern. Both males (8%) and females 

(12%) report severe depressive and anxiety symptoms, with a further 26% of males 27% of females at 

risk, reporting anxiety and subthreshold depression. Anxiety only was recorded as 26% in males and 

29% in females.  In all models, comparisons were made with those recording low or no symptoms 

(32% of females and 40% of males).  

Socio-demographic, social and health indicators 

Tables 3 and 4 (males and females respectively), present three incrementally adjusted models 

examining the relationship between each derived level of comorbidity and contextual socio-

demographic characteristics, social relationships and health outcomes.  
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Comorbid anxiety and depression [CAD] 

Males (Table 3) and females (table 4) with CAD were similarly likely to be younger, with strained 

spousal relationships; for both, there was a distinct gradient effect for CAD at increasing levels of 

loneliness.  Lower education increased the risk of CAD in females but had no significant affect for 

males.  Males with hearing problems were more likely to have CAD but this was not the case for 

females. These associations for males and females remained after adjusting for health indicators (M2). 

While CAD was more likely among males and females with life-limiting illness (OR=2.44, 

95%CI=1.75-3.41; OR=2.60, 1.92-3.54, respectively), it was associated with alcohol concerns in 

males only and current smoking status in females only.  

Subthreshold depression [SD] 

SD was more likely among males and females with relationship strain but negatively associated with 

spousal support for females only (OR=0.94, 95%CI=0.91—0.96). SD is also more likely among better 

educated males but the pattern is less consistent among females.  

Age had little affect among males or females, although there was a slightly decreased risk in males 

aged 80 years or over. Similarly, good social networks are protective for men and females, but not 

significantly.  The risk of SD increases with loneliness for both males and females, but more 

consistently so for females. The above factors altered little with the addition of health variables. 

Again, male SD is associated with hearing problems, current smoking and alcohol concerns. Life 

limiting illness is strongly associated with SD for both males and females (OR=1.35, 1.11, 1.64; 

OR=1.22, 1.02-1.46 respectively).   

Anxiety only 

Males with anxiety only were younger (50-59) and less educated; female anxiety was associated with 

a secondary school level education and with lower spousal support (OR=0.93, 95%CI=0.91-0.95) and 

higher relationship strain. However, males with Anxiety only report supportive spousal relationships 

(OR=1.08, 1.05-1.11) but greater relationship strain (OR=1.07, CI=1.04, 1.11). While, in both male 
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and female Anxiety subgroups, loneliness is less likely, good social networks appear to be maintained 

by females, but not males. Hypertension and alcohol concerns are associated with anxiety in males 

only.  

 

Discussion 

To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine symptom profiles of common mental disorders in 

older people in a large community-based sample and to explore gender differences for associated 

factors. Various age and gender patterns emerge from these data. First, all disorder symptoms appear 

to be most strongly associated with relatively younger people (50-59 years) possibly reflecting 

challenges within a transitional life-stage around retirement [39] [40] [41]. Our findings underpin the 

observation that retirement age is a potential risk factor for loneliness and poor mental health.  

Second, while a distinct association was noted between loneliness and depression (co-morbid or 

subthreshold), loneliness does not appear to affect people with anxiety, suggesting perhaps that 

anxiety has substantially less impact on social relationships than might be expected [35]. Moreover, 

the strongest association for male and female loneliness is among those with co-morbid depression 

and anxiety suggesting a gradient across the disorder subgroups. Third, while low spousal support and 

relationship strain were associated with mental-ill health, we found that females with anxiety, unlike 

their male counterparts, appear to maintain social networks which may be protective against 

loneliness and depression. It may be that females over the life-course have built wider, supportive 

networks than males, who may be overly dependent on smaller family connections and are less 

protected when these ties fragment. Previous research on loneliness, suggests that the negative 

impacts of social isolation are more profound for males than females [42] and marital quality plays a 

crucial role [23] [43]. Fourth, life limiting and long-term illness is associated with depression (co-

morbid and subthreshold) but not for those with anxiety alone. Importantly, males across the anxiety 

and depression disorders, are more likely to have alcohol problems and smoke. 
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The benefits of good mental health include the ability to form and maintain relationships, and to 

participate in social and economic activity. With an increasingly aging population, maintaining full 

mental and physical health is important in itself but significant also for healthcare systems and the 

economy, generally. Depression in older age is typically associated with loss, and sometimes, multiple 

and interconnected losses (e.g. health and mobility, social networks and significant others through 

bereavement). The relationship, often bi-directional, between loneliness and depression is difficult to 

disentangle [35].  

Our findings suggest that anxiety appears to have a distinctly different relationship to loneliness, 

appearing not to influence social connections and functioning in the same way as depression. This 

association may simply be artefactual of this group being relatively unaffected by the life-limiting 

health problems, so strongly associated with loneliness among the depressed sub-groups.  Moreover, 

this study is unable to show the interrelationship between the sub-groups. For example, does 

membership of the anxiety only group predict later depression? Previous studies suggest that anxiety 

tends to be future-oriented whereas depression is past-oriented but also that there are dynamic 

interactions between anxious and depressed mood [44] [45].   

Depression in adolescent (ages 14–25 years) females is double that of males, a ratio that decreases 

with age [46]. However, after 65 years, there is a reduction in depression rates for both males and 

females with a trend towards convergence. Nevertheless, while males and females share various 

determinants of psychological disorders, they also diverge in several dimensions. Thus, while 

marriage is generally protective, it may also produce strain for some and differentially experienced by 

males and females [47]. Additionally, the transition to older age and consequent changes to role and 

status may have different socio-cultural and psychological implications for men and females. Thus, 

the end of child-rearing and the beginning of retirement may impact differently for males and females 

[48]. Post- retirement, females tend to have cultivated stronger, non-employment related networks 

compared to males.  Consequently, it may be posited that socio-cultural differences related to role and 

status may have distinct loci within depression and anxiety symptoms. 
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Conclusion and Implications for GP's clinical practice 

Our study notes a high prevalence of mental-ill health among this older population, highlighting the 

importance of appropriate diagnosis and treatment as a priority. Depression and anxiety are the most 

common mental disorders in primary care, consuming much of GPs' workloads. There is a need 

therefore, for a more nuanced understanding of risk factors to assist early detection. As people age 

there is a general pathway from transmissible disease to more chronic conditions, including mental-ill 

health. Consequently, among the older population, general practice appointments provide a good 

opportunity to screen for mental-ill health and provide timely intervention. Our findings confirm that 

demographic and contextual factors are associated with patterns of mental-ill health, these 

implications should be given careful consideration when tailoring the most appropriate service 

delivery. In Ireland, Mental health policy advocates a holistic, multidisciplinary approach to 

improving mental health outcomes, under the governance of ‘A Vision for Change’ [49]. This policy 

stresses the importance of treating mental disorders in the community, our findings further emphasise 

the importance for GP’s to utilise opportunities for social prescribing. Finally, our findings have 

clinical and diagnostic significance, suggesting that anxiety and depression are not distinct conditions 

and are strongly associated with loneliness.  More attention should be paid to the mental health needs 

of people with long term health problems who appear to be particularly at risk of loneliness. 

Strengths and limitations 

While the study highlights concern around social isolation among older people living with anxiety and 

depression and its consequences, the study cannot address issues of precedence - whether anxiety 

precedes a depressed mood or not, functioning as a precipitating chronic stressor of depression. 

The CES-D and HADS-A are useful as initial screening tools to identify participants who need further 

in-depth assessment of their depressive or anxious symptoms. However, it must be noted that they are 

not stand-alone diagnostic tools. In a clinical setting it is recommended that additional diagnostic 

evaluations are required for all participants with scores greater than the specified cut off points. 

Specifically, follow-up diagnostic evaluations are needed to confirm a diagnosis and also to 
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distinguish depressive disorders and anxiety disorders. In light of these limitations, information from 

the CES-D and HADS-A is adequate in allowing us to profile this population and identify risk factors 

for poorer mental ill health, which is beneficial for informing tailored community level interventions 

for this population. Anxiety often precedes depression in response to stressors, and identifying people 

with varying levels of depression will facilitate health practitioners to advise on early community 

intervention which will potentially reduce the burden in clinical settings. 

Finally, this study furthers our understanding of the co-occurrence of anxious and depressed mood. 

Planned revisions of the DSM may significantly alter how such comorbidities are reconceptualised 

(including at subthreshold level where symptoms may be reshaped to form a single disorder). Given 

this, further analyses focussing on the age sensitive epidemiology of symptoms for common mental 

disorders are warranted.  
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Table 1:  Frequency of depressive or anxiety symptoms and percentages within gender as measured in 
the anxiety [HADS-A] and depression [CES-D], reported in the Computer Assisted Personal Interview 
[CAPI].  
 

 

Depression and anxiety symptoms listed in the  
CES-D and  HADS-A 

Total sample 
8,504 [%] 

Males 
3780 [44.4%] 

Females 
4724 [55.6%] 

 
Questions from the depression subscale  
 

   

Bothered by things that usually don't bother me 1718 [20.2] 635 [16.8] 1083  [23.1] 
I did not feel like eating 1003 [11.8] 352 [9.3] 651 [13.8] 
I could not shake off the blues even with help 1137 [13.4] 397 [10.5] 740 [15.7] 
I felt that I was not as good as other people 670 [7.9] 327 [10.5] 347 [7.4] 
Trouble keeping my mind on what I was doing 2238 [26.3] 854 [22.6] 1384 [29.3] 
I felt depressed 1536 [18.1] 567 [15.0] 969 [20.5] 
I felt that everything I did was an effort 1769 [20.8] 665 [17.6] 1104 [23.4] 
I did not feel hopeful about the future 716 [8.4] 337 [9.0] 379 [8.1] 
I thought my life had been a failure 761 [8.9] 318 [8.4] 443 [9.4] 
I felt fearful 1293 [15.2] 402 [10.6] 891 [18.9] 
My sleep was restless 3420 [40.2] 1228 [32.5] 2192 [46.5] 
I was not happy 393 [4.6] 172 [4.6] 221 [4.7] 
I talked less than usual 1305 [15.3] 544 [14.4] 761 [16.1] 
I felt lonely 1599 [18.8] 524 [13.9] 1075 [22.8] 
People were unfriendly 738 [8.7] 332 [8.8] 406 [8.6] 
I did not enjoy life 365 [4.3] 141 [3.7] 224 [4.7] 
I had crying spells 961 [11.3] 207 [5.5] 754 [16.0] 
I felt sad 2236 [26.3] 794 [21.0] 1442 [30.6] 
I felt that people disliked me 549 [6.5] 213 [5.6] 336 [7.1] 
I could not get 'going' 1660 [19.5] 607 [16.1] 1053 [22.3] 
 
Questions from the anxiety subscale  
 
I feel tense or wound up 

 
 
 

5662 [66.6] 

 
 
 

1693 [99.2] 

 
 
 

3334 [85.2] 
Frightened feeling something awful about to happen 3877 [45.6] 1548 [49.6] 2329 [59.6] 
Worrying thoughts 4329 [50.9] 1765 [56.7] 2564 [65.5] 
I do not sit at ease and feel relaxed 83 [1.0] 27 [0.9] 56 [1.4] 
Frightened feeling like ‘butterflies’ in the stomach 3958 [55.9] 1464 [46.6] 2494 [63.4] 
I feel restless as if I have to be on the move 4963 [58.4] 2172 [69.1] 2791 [70.8] 
I get sudden feelings of panic 3127 [36.8] 1209 [38.4] 1918 [48.7] 

 

 
Depressive symptoms were assessed by the 20-item Centre for Epidemiologic Studies - Depression [CES-
D] [Radloff, 1977] which assesses symptoms experienced in the seven days preceding the survey. 
 
Anxiety symptoms were assessed with the anxiety subscale of the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale 
[HADS-A] [Zigmond & Snaith, 1983], which measures the presence of anxiety symptoms with no specific 
time frame.  
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Table 2: Fit indices of the LCA to profile depression and anxiety symptoms in males and females 
 

Model Log Free AIC BIC SSABIC LRT ρ Entropy 

1 Class males -39946 27 79946 80114 80029    

2 Class males -34871 55 69853 70196 70022 10104 0∙00 0.89 

3 Class males -33558 83 67282 67800 67536 2615 0.00 0.79 

4 Class males -33008 111 66239 66932 66579 1093 0∙00 0.77 

5 Class males -32676 139 65631 66498 66056 661 0∙00 0.75 

6 Class males -32522 167 65378 66419 65889 308 0.31 0.77 

1  Class females -55941 27 111936 112111 112025    

2  Class females -48270 55 96651 97006 96831 15277 0.00 0.91 

3  Class females -46761 83 93689 94225 93962 3004 0.00 0.79 

4  Class females -45902 111 92027 92745 92392 1710 0.00 0.78 

5  Class females -45485 139 91248 92146 91705 831 0.00 0.72 

6  Class females -45288 167 90911 91990 91459 391 0.08 0.75 

Log= log likelihood function, maximum likelihood estimation. Free= free parameters, LRX2= 
likelihood ratio chi-square. AIC= Akaike information criteria. BIC= Bayesian information criteria. 
SSABIC= Sample size adjusted BIC. LRT= Lo-Mendell-Rubin adjusted likelihood ratio test. 
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Figure 1: The four-class solution [males] this comprises: [1] comorbid depression and anxiety [7.9% of the sample], with a high probability of reporting 

symptoms of both depression and anxiety [2] anxiety only [26.2.3%], scoring high on the probability for experiencing anxiety symptoms; [3] anxiety and 

subthreshold depression [25.5%]; and [4] no or low depression and anxiety symptoms [40.4%]. 
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Table 3  Comorbid depression and anxiety Subthreshold depression Anxiety only 

Male LCA groups and Regression models 
for social and health indicators M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 

 
Age at 

interview 

50-59 
60-69 
70-79 
80+ 

1.00 
0.62 [0.43, 0.88] 
0.37 [0.22, 0.62] 
0.12 [0.05, 0.31] 

1.00 
0.63 [0.43, 0.93] 
0.38 [0.22, 0.65] 
0.15 [0.05, 0.39] 

1.00 
0.91 [0.74, 1.11] 
0.91 [0.72, 1.16] 
0.66 [0.47, 0.93] 

1.00 
0.94 [0.76, 1.16] 
1.05 [0.82, 1.34] 
0.82 [0.57, 1.18] 

1.00 
0.80 [0.66, 0.97] 
0.74 [0.58, 0.94] 
0.54 [0.36, 0.81] 

1.00 
0.78 [0.64, 0.94] 
0.69 [0.53, 0.90] 
0.49 [0.32, 0.75] 

 
Education 

 
Primary school level 
Secondary level 
Tertiary [Degree or Higher] 
 

 
1.00 

0.85 [0.60, 1.19] 
0.82 [0.50, 1.34] 

 
1.00 

0.92 [0.65, 1.32] 
0.81 [0.48, 1.36] 

 
1.00 

0.91 [0.75, 1.09] 
1.37 [1.09, 1.73] 

 
1.00 

0.89 [0.73, 1.09] 
1.31 [1.03, 1.67] 

 
1.00 

0.76 [0.64, 0.91] 
0.95 [0.74, 1.23] 

 
1.00 

0.76 [0.63, 0.91] 
0.92 [0.70, 1.20] 

Spouse support Scale 0-4 1.03 [0.98, 1.08] 1.03 [0.98, 1.08] 1.04 [1.01, 1.06] 1.03 [1.00, 1.05] 1.08 [1.05, 1.11] 1.07 [1.04, 1.10] 

        

Relationship strain Scale 0-4 
 

1.08 [1.03, 1.14] 1.07 [1.01, 1.12] 1.07 [1.04, 1.10] 1.05 [1.02, 1.08] 1.07 [1.04, 1.11] 1.07 [1.04, 1.10] 

Social network Scale 0-4 
 

0.64 [0.53, 0.78] 0.69 [0.56, 0.85] 0.90 [0.81, 1.00] 0.99 [0.89, 1.10] 1.00 [0.90, 1.11] 1.06 [0.94, 1.18] 

Perceived 
loneliness 

Not lonely 
Sometimes 
Most of the time 
All of the time 
 

1.00 
11.35 [7.91, 16.28] 

16.83 [10.75, 26.34] 
16.13 [8.97, 29.00] 

1.00 
10.58 [7.23, 15.48] 
14.59 [8.98, 23.71] 
12.09 [6.33, 23.09] 

1.00 
1.96 [1.55, 2.47] 
1.57 [1.12, 2.21] 
0.78 [0.41, 1.47] 

1.00 
1.87 [1.47, 2.37] 
1.40 [0.98, 2.00] 
0.71 [0.36, 1.38] 

1.00 
0.01 [0.00, 0.08] 
0.05 [0.01, 0.19] 
0.09 [0.02, 0.43] 

1.00 
0.01 [0.00, 0.08] 
0.05 [0.01, 0.19] 
0.10 [0.02, 0.46] 

Difficulty holding a 
conversation 

Not at all 
Sometimes 
Most of the time 
 

1.00 
1.97 [1.41, 2.75] 
2.58 [1.54, 4.32] 

1.00 
1.66 [1.15, 2.38] 
1.76 [1.02, 3.02] 

1.00 
1.97 [1.62, 2.39] 
2.01 [1.45, 2.77] 

1.00 
1.88 [1.54, 2.30] 
1.83 [1.31, 2.55] 

1.00 
1.23 [1.01, 1.50] 
1.33 [0.88, 1.99] 

1.00 
1.16 [0.94, 1.42] 
1.18 [0.76, 1.83] 

 
Smoking status 

No 
Past 
Current 

 1.00 
1.15 [0.81, 1.62] 
0.91 [0.58, 1.42] 

 1.00 
1.54 [1.27, 1.87] 
1.40 [1.08, 1.81] 

 1.00 
1.59 [1.35, 1.89] 
1.22 [0.95, 1.59] 

 
Medication for 
Hypertension 

 
No 
Yes 
 

  
1.00 

1.23 [0.87, 1.73] 

  
1.00 

0.93 [0.78, 1.11] 

  
1.00 

1.37 [1.13, 1.66] 

CAGE alcohol scale Scale 0-4 
 

 1.34 [1.17, 1.54]  1.38 [1.28, 1.50]  1.25 [1.14, 1.36] 

 
Health 

No illness 
Long-term illness 
Limiting long-term illness 

 1.00 
0.91 [0.55, 1.51] 
2.44 [1.75, 3.41] 

 1.00 
1.10 [0.87, 1.41] 
1.35 [1.11, 1.64] 

 1.00 
0.77 [0.60, 0.99] 
0.86 [0.69, 1.07] 
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Figure 2: The four-class solution [females] – this comprises: [1] comorbid depression and anxiety [11.9% of the sample], with a high probability of reporting 

symptoms of depression and anxiety [2] anxiety and subthreshold depression [27.1%]; [3] anxiety only [28.6%], scoring high on the probability for 

experiencing anxiety symptoms; and [4] no or low depression and anxiety symptoms [32.3%].
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Table 4 Comorbid depression and anxiety Subthreshold depression Anxiety only 

Female LCA groups and Regression models 
for social and health indicators M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 

 
Age at 

interview 

50-59 
60-69 
70-79 
80+ 

1.00 
0.64 [0.48, 0.86] 
0.48 [0.32, 0.72] 
0.35 [0.19, 0.63] 

1.00 
0.69 [0.50, 0.93] 
0.51 [0.33, 0.79] 
0.40 [0.20, 0.78] 

1.00 
0.97 [0.81, 1.16] 
1.20 [0.98, 1.48] 
1.27 [0.96, 1.67] 

1.00 
0.92 [0.77, 1.10] 
1.07 [0.87, 1.32] 
1.07 [0.79, 1.44] 

1.00 
0.94 [0.81, 1.11] 
0.77 [0.63, 0.94] 
0.82 [0.58, 1.17] 

1.00 
0.93 [0.79, 1.10] 
0.74 [0.59, 0.92] 
0.81 [0.56, 1.18] 

 
Education 

 
Primary school level 
Secondary level 
Tertiary [Degree or Higher] 
 

 
1.00 

0.66 [0.51, 0.86] 
0.36 [0.23, 0.55] 

 
1.00 

0.73 [0.56, 0.96] 
0.45 [0.29, 0.70] 

 
1.00 

1.31 [1.09, 1.58] 
0.93 [0.73, 1.19] 

 
 

1.35 [1.12, 1.63] 
1.01 [0.78, 1.29] 

 
1.00 

1.33 [1.12, 1.59] 
1.01 [0.79, 1.28] 

 
 

1.36 [1.13, 1.64] 
1.08 [0.85, 1.39] 

Spouse support Scale 0-4 0.97 [0.93, 1.01] 0.96 [0.92, 1.01] 0.94 [0.91, 0.96] 0.94 [0.92, 0.96] 0.93 [0.91, 0.95] 0.93 [0.91, 0.95] 

        

Relationship strain Scale 0-4 
 

1.13 [1.08, 1.18] 1.13 [1.08, 1.19] 1.03 [1.00, 1.06] 1.04 [1.00, 1.07] 1.05 [1.02, 1.08] 1.06 [1.03, 1.08] 

Social network Scale 0-4 
 

0.92 [0.77, 1.10] 1.00 [0.83, 1.21] 1.06 [0.95, 1.17] 1.01 [0.91, 1.12] 1.20 [1.10, 1.31] 1.16 [1.05, 1.27] 

Perceived 
loneliness 

Not lonely 
Sometimes 
Most of the time 
All of the time 
 

1.00 
13.57 [9.71, 18.95] 

19.54 [13.42, 28.43] 
55.49 [33.55, 91.77] 

1.00 
12.05 [8.50, 17.07] 

16.37 [11.04, 24.27] 
47.97 [27.77, 82.89] 

1.00 
4.40 [3.65, 5.29] 
3.14 [2.36, 4.18] 
1.62 [0.99, 2.65] 

1.00 
4.56 [3.77, 5.51] 
3.09 [2.31, 4.15] 
1.76 [1.07, 2.90] 

1.00 
0.18 [0.12, 0.26] 
0.15 [0.08, 0.27] 
0.06 [0.01, 0.27] 

1.00 
0.17 [0.12, 0.26] 
0.16 [0.09, 0.29] 
0.07 [0.02, 0.29] 

Difficulty holding a 
conversation 

Not at all 
Sometimes 
Most of the time 
 

1.00 
0.66 [0.47, 0.92] 
1.21 [0.75, 1.95] 

1.00 
0.64 [0.45, 0.91] 
1.08 [0.64, 1.80] 

1.00 
0.97 [0.80, 1.18] 
1.06 [0.77, 1.45] 

1.00 
0.99 [0.81, 1.21] 
1.06 [0.77, 1.47] 

1.00 
0.63 [0.51, 0.77] 
0.46 [0.29, 0.72] 

1.00 
0.65 [0.53, 0.81] 
0.49 [0.31, 0.78] 

 
Smoking status 

No 
Past 
Current 

 1.00 
0.75 [0.54, 1.05] 
1.77 [1.26, 2.48] 

 1.00 
0.83 [0.70, 0.99] 
0.92 [0.73 1.15] 

 1.00 
0.72 [0.61, 0.85] 
1.01 [0.82, 1.25] 

 
Medication for 
Hypertension 

 
No 
Yes 
 

  
1.00 

0.85 [0.63, 1.15] 

  
1.00 

1.12 [0.95, 1.32] 

  
1.00 

0.96 [0.82, 1.13] 

CAGE alcohol scale Scale 0-4 
 

 0.95 [0.81, 1.11]  0.80 [0.72, 0.88]  0.75 [0.68, 0.83] 

 
Health 

No illness 
Long-term illness 
Limiting long-term illness 

 1.00 
1.32 [0.90, 1.95] 
2.60 [1.91, 3.54] 

 1.00 
1.06 [0.86, 1.32] 
1.22 [1.02, 1.46] 

 1.00 
1.07 [0.88, 1.30] 
0.91 [0.75, 1.10] 


